Dissolution of a base (RbOH) by water clusters.
Density functional and ab intio calculations are employed in order to understand the base dissociation of rubidium hydroxide by water molecules. The hydrated structures, stabilities, thermodynamic quantities, dissociation energies, infrared spectra, and electronic properties of RbOH(H2O)(n = 0-5) are investigated. With the successive addition of water molecules to RbOH, the Rb-OH bond lengthens significantly from 2.45 angstroms for n = 0 to 3.06 angstroms for n = 5. It is interesting to note that four water molecules are needed for the stable dissociation of RbOH (as an almost dissociate conformation) and five water molecules are needed for the complete dissociation without any Rb-OH stretch mode, in contrast to the same group base of CsOH which requires only three water molecules for an almost dissociate conformation and four water molecules for the complete dissociation.